Luxury Cruising on the Thames

Save Your Preferred
Date
+44 1491 575819
info@humphreysofhenley.co.uk

“The level of personal attention was wonderful, we learned so
much about English history but most importantly to us, we did not
in the least feel like a tourist doing so”
B Whitley Sept 2017
“Believe me, my young friend, there is nothing - absolutely
nothing - half so much worth doing as simply
messing about in boats.”
Kenneth Grahame, The Wind in the Willows

Henley sits on the one of the most beautiful stretches of the River Thames and we will share the
history, the stories and our royal connections with you. As you board the stunning river launch,
you can step back in time and delight in the traditions of the river.
The long straight Henley Reach stretching from Temple Island to Henley Bridge is one of the
memorable features of your river cruise. From there, the river’s progress is reassuringly dramatic
with long stretches of steep woodland filling the narrow valley and sweeping down to the water.
The scene from the river paints the history of the region; from country houses to pretty cottages;
picture postcard villages to elegant towns – they all tell a story and have formed the heart of the
tourist attraction from the Victorian era.
You can choose to moor at one of the stunning riverside restaurants or traditional inns for a
delicious lunch or sumptuous afternoon tea.
Your Experience can include:
• Collection from hotel or home and chauffeured to the mooring by car or helicopter
• Relaxing cruise in your skippered river launch
• The option of lunch or afternoon tea
Prices from £280 +VAT per person

Contact us to create your day: info@humphreysofhenley.co.uk
+44 1491 575819
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